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On Ants and Immunity
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SUMMARY OF PAPER AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

As we enter the third year of the COVID-19 pandemic, we humans have had to alter
our own social behavior to reduce the spread of disease. Similarly, when illness pops
up in ant colonies, ants, too, will alter their own social behaviors to combat the
spread of disease. Interestingly, there is no single way ants respond to infectious
disease -- some species increase social contacts with infected individuals, and other
species reduce contact with infected individuals. Common strategies of social
immunity, or actions that groups do to protect against pathogens, in ants include
grooming, waste management, disinfecting the nest, and removal of the sick.

In this paper from Yuko Ulrich’s lab, the researchers study what happens to the
social network of an ant colony when an ant gets sick. They study a specific
species of ant, the clonal raider ant, which is an ant species that is easy to keep in the
laboratory and perform experiments on. They break down their big research
question into two smaller questions-

(1) How do sick ants interact with other ants in the colony?

After activating an ant’s immune system using a bacterial protein that induces
an immune response, similar to a vaccine in humans, they put that ant into a
colony with other healthy ants and recorded all of the interactions between
ants that happened. They found that while the sick ants moved around less
than healthy ants, sick ants do not socially isolate from the healthy ants in the
colony and actually spend more time in physical contact with healthy ants.

(2) Do sick ants get groomed more than healthy ants?

Ants often groom other ants in their colonies, a process known as
allogrooming, and allogrooming is one way that ant colonies protect against
disease. The authors looked at the recordings of colonies with sick and healthy
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ants, this time looking for how much time healthy ants spent grooming the
sick ants. They found that, overall, sick ants were groomed for more time than
healthy ants. They also tested what happens if sick ants are socially isolated-
do they survive similarly to sick ants that are in a colony with other healthy
ants? To do this, they infected ants with a fungus that is known to be a deadly
pathogen, and set up experimental groups of isolated sick ants and sick ants
with a few healthy ants. They looked daily at the survival of all ants, and found
that isolated sick ants die faster than sick ants that are grouped with healthy
ants.

From all of these experiments, the authors conclude that in the clonal raider ant,
activation of the immune system does not lead to these sick ants becoming socially
isolated. In fact, the sick ants have increased physical contact with healthy ants, and
healthy ants spend more time grooming these sick ants. These physical contacts,
and this grooming, is likely beneficial to the survival of the ant, as sick ants that are
isolated die sooner than sick ants that are able to have contact with healthy ants.

Questions for learners Discussion points for educator

1. What are some benefits of this
“care-taking” strategy that clonal
raider ants use when a member of
their colony gets sick? What types
of problems could this strategy
lead to?

- Pros: Increased survival for sick, might
build resistance in healthy ants if they are
exposed to small amounts of the
pathogen

- Cons: Increased chance of disease
spreading, waste of resources if sick ant
dies

2. What factors might influence the
strategies of social immunity that
ant colonies use to protect against
disease?

- How genetically similar are individuals in
the colony?

- What is the severity of the pathogen? How
infectious is it?

- How many ants are sick?

3. How might ants detect a sick ant in
their colonies?

- What senses are used during ant
communication?

- How might ant behavior change?
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